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39.1 INTRODUCTION

Granulation is a size enlargement process, where individual

powder particles, usually of several different components,

are aggregated together to form a larger structured particle

where the original particles can still be distinguished. Gran-

ulation of one or more drugs and excipients is a common first

step in the manufacture of tablets or capsules for pharma-

ceutical drug delivery. Although direct compression is pos-

sible, granulation usually ensures good flow properties and

uniform bulk density essential for tabletting, and reduces the

risk of segregation by creating multicomponent granules

with more uniform composition than the dry blend. Dry

granulation, also known as roller compaction, uses compres-

sive forces to form the aggregates, and is covered in detail in

Chapter 38.

In this chapter, we focus on wet granulation, where a

liquid is used to form wet agglomerates, which are subse-

quently dried. We first provide an overview of the many

advances in our understanding of the science underlying wet

granulation. In the second half of the chapter, we discuss

scale-up approaches and provide a case study of how the

mechanistic knowledge can be applied to design the gran-

ulation process and scale-up with minimal trial-and-error.

We conclude with some future directions for granulation

process development and manufacturing in the pharmaceu-

tical industry.

39.2 MECHANISMS IN WET GRANULATION

Wet granulation is the process of using liquid and a binder

material (usually a polymer such as HPC, PVP, HMPC) to

aggregate the individual particles in the dry mix into particle

assemblies. The assemblies contain a mixture of drug and

excipients, and have a porous structure, which provides

improved compression properties due to the rearrangement

of particles during the collapse of the granule structure. There

are threemain stages in granulation [1] (refer to Figure 39.1),

which are as follows:

1. Nucleation and Wetting: In this stage, the spray drops

form the initial granules or nuclei.

2. Consolidation and Growth: Agitation leads to gran-

ule–granule collisions and granule–particle collisions,

resulting in larger granules—this is a size enlargement

process. These collisionsmay also result in a reduction

in internal pore space of the granule—this densifica-

tion process is termed as consolidation.

3. Attrition and Breakage: Agitation forces exceeding

granule strength will result in either fracture of the

granule into several large pieces, or attrition of the

outer layer of particles from thegranule. These are both

size reduction processes, and both may occur

simultaneously.
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Each mechanism is discussed in more detail below.

39.2.1 Nucleation

Mixing and distribution of the liquid during the nucleation

phase (spraying phase) is an important step, and poor initial

liquid distribution leads to a heterogeneous nuclei size

distribution and increased variability in the granulation

process [2]. Nuclei formed from under conditions of poor

liquid distribution will have broad distributions of size,

porosity, and saturations [2]. This in turnwill lead to different

growth and breakage rates for each granule. Ensuring a

controlled nucleation step is the first step toward a controlled

granulation process.

Immersion nucleation is the step where fine powders are

engulfed by larger drops to form nuclei [3–5]. There are five

steps in immersion nucleation as shown in Figure 39.2.

Initially, the dropmust be formed at the nozzle. After landing

on the powder surface, the drop may potentially shatter

and break into fragments, as shown experimentally [6] or

(i) Wetting & nucleation

(ii) Consolidation & coalescence

(iii) Attrition & breakage

FIGURE 39.1 Rate processes in granulation (i) wetting and nucleation; (ii) consolidation and (iii)

growth; and attrition and breakage [1].

FIGURE 39.2 Five possible steps in immersion nucleation [10, 14]. (1) Droplet formation; (2)

droplet impact and possible breakage on the powder bed; (3) droplet coalescence upon contact with

other droplets at high spray flux; (4) drop penetration into the powder bed (i) and formation of a nucleus

granule (ii); (5) mechanical mixing and dispersion of the liquid and powder.
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coalesce with another drop already at the surface of the

powder. Once it reaches the powder surface, the drop may

penetrate into the powder bed via capillary action (step 4 in

Figure 39.2), or itmay requiremechanical agitation and shear

to disperse the fluid through the powder. A similar diagram

for drops landing on a fluidized powder bed has also been

published [7], which also depicts the nuclei passing through

the spray zone multiple times. Distribution nucleation [3–5]

can occur in fluid beds operated with very fine drops, which

are of the same size or smaller than the particle size. The

mechanisms of distribution nucleation are less well

understood.

There are two parameters describing the immersion nu-

cleation process in the spray zone of the granulator—the drop

penetration time and the dimensionless spray flux [8, 9].

These parameters have been combined to form a nucleation

regime map [10] and can be used for scale-up [11] and to

quantitatively model the nuclei size distribution in the spray

zone [12, 13].

39.2.1.1 Drop Penetration Time As the powder moves

beneath the spray zone, the small droplets will land on the

powder surface and begin to mix with the powder (see

Figure 39.2). When the powder is easily wetted or hydro-

philic, that is, the contact angle between the powder and fluid

is less than 90�, penetration of the fluid into the powder pores
will begin to occur. The rate at which a single drop of fluid,

with volume Vd, viscosity m, and surface tension glv will

penetrate into a static porous medium with cylindrical pores

of radiusRpore and an overall porosity of e is given by the drop
penetration time tp [15, 16]

tp ¼ 1:35
V
2=3
d

e2Rpore

m

glvcosu
ð39:1Þ

In a loosely packed powder, similar to that found during

agitation of the powder in the granulator, the voidage and

pore size will be fairly heterogeneous. The powder will

contain some combination of small pores and much larger

pore spaces, or macrovoids. Liquid will flow through the

small micropores, but there is no capillary driving force for

the liquid to flow into the large macrovoids, as the rapid

expansion of the pore radius dramatically reduces the La-

place pressure, which is the driving force for capillary flow.

This means that the liquid does not flow through the macro-

voids and must instead find a path around the macrovoid,

slowing down the penetration [8] (Figure 39.3).

The effective voidage eeff is the first simple step toward

including the effect of nonuniform pore structure on the

penetration of a fluid into a real powder bed [8]. At the tap

density etap, the bed is assumed to contain no macrovoids. As

the bed becomes less densely packed, the porosity of the bed

increases, and the fraction of the voidage above the initial

tapped bed voidage is assumed to form macrovoids.

The effective bed voidage thus estimates the amount of pore

space that is actually available for capillary driven flow

eeff ¼ etapð1�eþ etapÞ ð39:2Þ
The effective porosity is used in the Kozeny equation in

place of overall bed porosity e to estimate the effective

micropore size Reff, which is pore size available for liquid

flow

Reff ¼ wd32
3

eeff
1�eeff

ð39:3Þ

Thus, the most appropriate equation for estimating the

drop penetration time tp into a loosely packed porous powder

bed is [8]

tp ¼ 1:35
V
2=3
d

eeff2Reff

m

glvcosu
ð39:4Þ

The drop penetration time is an indication of the kinetics

of nucleus formation. Equation 39.4 shows that the penetra-

tion time depends on several factors, including the drop size

Vd, the fluid properties (viscosity m, surface tension glv, and
contact angle u), and the powder packing structure (eeff and
Reff). However, the fluid viscosity has the largest effect, as the

fluid viscosity can range over several orders of magnitude.

This is also commonly found in pharmaceutical granulation,

where low-viscosity fluids such as water or ethanol are used

as frequently as high-viscosity fluids (e.g., a 7% HPC solu-

tion has a viscosity of 104mPa s [9]). Figure 39.4 shows a

water drop penetrating into a lactose powder bed over 2.3 s.

In contrast, a similar drop of 7% HPC takes approximately

2min to penetrate into the powder bed [8]. This timescale is

clearly much longer than the timescale of agitation, and

implies that nucleation via wetting and capillary action (step

4 in Figure 39.2) is not the dominant mechanism for high-

viscosity systems. Instead, dispersion of the fluid through the

powder will need to occur via mechanical mixing of the

powder (see step 5 in Figure 39.2).

For a given powder, the drop penetration time is propor-

tional to the liquid properties group m/glvcosu. For a given

fluid, as the powder becomes finer (i.e., the d32 particle size

decreases) the drop penetration time increases, primarily due

Macro
void

FIGURE 39.3 Liquid will penetrate the micropores which are

driven by capillary action, but wherever a pore rapidly expands into

a macrovoid, the fluid has to find a path around the flow

obstruction [8].
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to a decrease in packing efficiency which creates a higher

proportion of macrovoids [8]. Equation 39.4 can be used to

estimate the drop penetration time from theory, but can have

large errors for very fine, cohesive powders [8]. Experimental

tests are recommended in this case, with equation 39.4 used

to scale the experimental results to account for differences in

drop size, etc. between the experiment and the actual

manufacturing process (e.g., see Ref. 17).

Drop penetration time tends to decrease if the powder is

already partially wet [14, 18], and the effect is more pro-

nounced for viscous fluids with long penetration times [14].

For drops with long penetration times that land adjacent to a

prewet patch of powder, the drop will tend to migrate over

and penetrate into the preexisting wet patch, rather than

penetrate into the dry powder directly underneath it (see

Figure 39.5).

The above discussion is for drop penetration into a

stationary powder bed. Drops impacting and penetrating into

moving powders show more complex behavior. In fluid bed

granulation, the fluid slowly flows outwards, and the powder

layer is slowly built up by collisions between the wet outer

surface of the drop or wet agglomerate and the agitated dry

powder [19]. Fluid flow and nuclei formation kinetics are still

controlled by the same fluid properties as shown in equa-

tion 39.4 but the rate of powder addition to the exterior

surface is an additional factor in the kinetics [19]. Growth

will continue until the saturation of the agglomerate de-

creases to the point that no further liquid can reach the

powder surface. This saturation limit was defined as the

‘‘wetting saturation’’ Sw and determines whether additional

growth will occur (see Figure 39.6).

39.2.1.2 Dimensionless Spray Flux Dimensionless

spray flux [9, 13] considers the granulator spray zone and

the flux of drops landing on the moving powder surface. The

derivation of spray flux is straightforward [9] and is not

intended to be equipment specific, although it has been most

frequently applied in mixer granulation.

During the liquid addition stage of the granulation pro-

cess, the powder surface is moving beneath the spray with a

velocity v underneath a spray of width W at the powder

surface. Therefore, the area of dry powder passing beneath

the spray nozzle per second is vW. Each drop hitting the

powder surface in the spray zonewill leave a ‘‘footprint’’ as it

wets into the powder. The number of drops hitting the powder

surface per unit time can be calculated by dividing the total

liquid flow rate by the volume of an individual drop. As-

suming that each drop lands separately on the surface,

without overlapping with any other drops, the total wetted

area created per unit time can be estimated bymultiplying the

FIGURE 39.4 Water drop (�6mL volume) penetrating into lactose powder. (a) Impact; (b) 0.23 s;

(c) 0.9 s; (d) 1.4 s; and (e) 2.3 s (adapted from Ref. 8).

FIGURE 39.5 Penetration of a drop of PEG400 (m¼ 120mPa s) into prewetted lactose 200 mesh

powder. The footprint of the previous drop is visible to the right of the added drop (separation distance

of 3mm). (a)Impact; (b) 4.05 s after impact; (c) 5 s; (d) 5.02 s; (e) 12.06 s; and (f) 51.6 s [14].
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number of drops being added per second by the area each

drop will occupy when it lands on the powder surface.

Dimensionless spray flux is then defined as the ratio of the

rate at which wetted area is created by the incoming droplets

compared to the total area of dry powder passing through the

spray zone [9]:

Ya ¼ _a
_A
¼ 3 _V

2 _Add
ð39:5Þ

The dimensionless spray flux is ameasure of the density of

drops falling on the powder surface. Physically, Ya¼ 0.1

means that �10% of the powder surface will be wetted per

pass through the spray zone. At low spray flux (Ya� 1) drop

footprints will not overlap and each drop will form a separate

nucleus granule. The size of the nuclei will be directly

proportional to the drop size [8, 20]. As Ya increases, the

fraction powder wetted also increases, although the relation-

ship is linear only at low Ya values. At high spray flux

(Ya� 1) the spray rate is high compared to the rate of dry

powder entering the spray zone and the drops significantly

overlap each other as they land on the powder bed. Spray flux

Ya� 1 means that the incoming droplets will theoretically

cover 100% of the dry powder passing beneath the nozzle,

assuming no drop overlap occurs [9]. At this value, the nuclei

formed will be fragments of a much larger sheet of wet

powder and will bear little relationship to original drop size.

Good granulation can still be achievedprovided that the shear

forces during granulation are large enough and uniform

enough to be effective. In pharmaceutical granulation, these

conditions usually also consolidate the granules leading to

lower porosity granules with slower dissolution. The process

is illustrated schematically in Figure 39.1.

Note that _A is a dynamic quantity, defined as the outer

perimeter of powder sprayed per second (m2/s) and is not

equivalent to static footprint spray area, A. The difference

between the static footprint area of the spray and the dynamic

area flux is illustrated schematically in Figure 39.7 for several

cases of varying powder velocity.

The impact ofYa on nuclei formation has been studied in

both mixer granulators [11, 17, 21, 22] and externally on a

simplified moving power bed [9, 23]. To eliminate the effect

of granule growth, the nuclei size distribution was measured

after a single pass of the powder through the spray zone [9].

The results clearly show that at low spray flux (Ya< 0.2) the

nuclei size distribution is quite narrow. As spray flux in-

creases, the distribution broadens as agglomerates begin to

form. At very high spray flux (Ya> 1), the spray zone has

become a continuous cake and the nuclei distribution bears

no resemblance to the drop distribution. Further, when the

spray flux is low, changes to the spray drop distribution are

directly mapped onto the nuclei size distribution [9].

The dimensionless spray flux parameter is intended to

capture the major effects of drop overlap in the spray zone on

the nuclei distribution as simply as possible, to encourage its

use as a scale-up parameter. The derivation contains several

major simplifying assumptions. First, the spray is assumed to

consist of mono-sized drops. Second, the spray flow rate is

assumed to be uniformly distributed over the entire spray

area. This is rarely true in industrial applications, as gener-

ally, the flow rate is higher in the center of the spray area than

at the sides [7, 24]. The theory has been developed and

validated for the case of a completely dry powder entering the

spray zone. In practice, this is true only for the very initial

stages of the granulation process. As spraying progresses, a

mixture of dry powder and previously formed nuclei and

granules will pass through the spray and will be rewetted,

which will affect the final size distribution for some

fluids [14].

Finally, the derivation ignores the fact that the nucleus

size is always larger than the drop size. During spraying,

two drops may land close to each other but without touch-

ing. As the liquid penetrates into the powder, the larger

nuclei may grow and touch each other, causing coalesce of

the nuclei even when the spray drops landed separately.

Wildeboer et al. [13] extended the theory and modeling to

account for the effects of drop size distribution, nonuniform

spray density, and for probability of coalescence due to

nucleus spreading. Nucleus spreading is described by the

nucleation ratio K, which can be defined on either a volume

basis—that is, the ratio of the nucleus volume to the drop

volume, Kv [19]—or on an area basis where Ka is the ratio

of the projected area of the drop (ad) to the nucleus

(an) [13].

Where a is the projected area of the nucleus (an) and drop

(ad). Typical values for Kv range between 3 and 30 or

higher [18, 19, 23, 25, 26]. The probability of a single drop

forming a single nucleus is, therefore, related to the dimen-

sionless nucleation number, Yn [13]:

Yn ¼ Ka

3 _V

2wvdd
ð39:6Þ

S >Sw

S = Sw

New particle attaches &
outer shell of nuclei
grows.

Insufficient binder
particle does not attach.
Nuclei has reached its
maximum size.

Nuclei

Feed
particle

Nuclei

Feed
particle

FIGURE39.6 Nuclei growth in a fluid bed via growth of the outer

nuclei shell continues, provided the agglomerate saturation is higher

than the wetting saturation limit Sw (adapted from Ref. 19).
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The dimensionless nucleation number Yn differs from

the original spray fluxYa by the factorKa, which accounts for

the degree of nucleus spreading. Equation 39.6 has been used

to model the nuclei distributions in the spray zone over a

range of Yn [13], accounting for nonuniform sprays and

nucleus spreading and coalescence. At a given value of the

dimensionless nuclei number Yn, the density and size dis-

tribution of the nuclei formed on the surface is constant, that

is, the final value of Yn is the sole determinant of the final

nuclei size distribution (Figure 39.8).

Assuming complete spatial randomness, spatial statistics

can be used to derive an analytical solution for both the

fraction surface coverage and fraction of agglomerates

formed [12]. Under these conditions, the drops landing

randomly on the target area are described by a Poisson

distribution. The fraction of the surface covered by drops

in a single pass through the spray zone is given by [12]

fcovered ¼ 1�expð�YaÞ ð39:7Þ

The fraction of nuclei formed from n drops is given by

fn ¼ expð�4YaÞ ð4YaÞn�1

ðn�1Þ!

 !
ð39:8Þ

Thus, we can calculate the number of single drops, not

overlapping with any other drops, and by difference, the

number of agglomerates [12]

fsingle ¼ expð�4YaÞ ð39:9Þ

Equation 39.8 can be used to estimate the initial nuclei

size distribution as a function of spray flux for mono-sized

drops. Figure 39.9 shows the nuclei distributions predicted by

equation 39.8 at a range of spray flux values for 100mm
mono-size drops. As the spray flux increases, a higher

percentage of nuclei are formed from multiple drops, creat-

ing a larger and broader nuclei size distribution. However,

prediction of the bimodal nuclei distributions that form at

w

À=¼pw2

w

À~wv

v

w

À~2wv

2v

w

À=wx

w

À=wv À=wv

v

w

2vx

(c) Powder motion=2v m/s(b) Powder motion= v m/s(a) Static

FIGURE 39.7 Relationship between the spray area of the nozzle, A, and the dynamic spray area _A
for a line spray. Upper case shows a line spray and lower case shows a circular spray. Case

(a) represents the static spray case where there is no powder motion; case (b) shows the area flux

of powder beneath the nozzle for powder moving at vm/s; and case (c) area wetted by the spray for

powder moving at 2vm/s.

FIGURE 39.8 Monte-Carlo simulations of spray flux.
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higher spray flux [27] appears to require amore sophisticated

modeling approach incorporating overlapping drop size

distributions.

Practical application of dimensionless spray flux requires

measurements of the drop size distribution and powder

velocity, and spray distribution for Ya. Spray distribution is

the easiest of the three parameters to measure (e.g., see

Ref. 24), and laser diffraction and/or Doppler analysis of

spray nozzles is widely available for drop size characteriza-

tion. Currently, the most challenging parameter in Ya to

measure in real granulators is the powder velocity, and this is

discussed separately in Section 39.3.2. Drop size in a spray is

a strong function of the distance from the nozzle, so the

measurements of drop size must be taken at the approximate

distance where the spray intersects the bed. This distance

usually increases as the granulator scale increases, and varies

depending on spray lance design. Increase in the nozzle lance

depth causes a reduction in the spray area and hence an

increase in spray fluxes.Maintaining a constant nozzle height

is important in reducing unwanted variation in granulator

performance.

39.2.1.3 Nucleation Regime Map The drop penetration

time describes the kinetics of nucleation from a single drop as

a function of the material properties in the formulation. The

spray flux describes the physical interactions of multiple

drops in the spray zone. Together, these two parameters form

the basis of the nucleation regime map [10], which describes

the optimal conditions for uniform liquid distribution and

suggests some ideal conditions for controlled nucleation.

When the drop penetration time is short, the fluid will sink

quickly into the powder bed to form a nucleus granule. If no

other drops land on top of the sinking drop as it passes

through the spray zone, a single nucleus granule will

be formed with a size equal to 2–3 times the drop volume

(see equation 39.7). If this process occurs for all the drops, the

nuclei size distribution will be directly proportional to the

drop size distribution. This is known as ‘‘drop-controlled

nucleation’’ [10] and occurs at low drop penetration time and

low spray flux (i.e., low spray density). As a guide, the spray

flux needs to be less than Ya< 01 for approximately 2/3 of

the nuclei to be formed from a single drop (see

equation 39.11).

This ‘‘one drop produces one granule’’mode of nucleation

will not occur with a formulation with the same low drop

penetration time, but granulated at a high spray flux. At

higher spray flux, the spray density will be too high and the

vast majority of the drops will coalesce with another drop on

the powder surface. The surface of the powder will be wetted

by an almost continuous sheet of liquid, rather than discrete

drops. As the powder moves due to agitation, the ‘‘caked’’

powder will be broken and the fragments will be dispersed

through the powder. This is the ‘‘mechanical dispersion’’

regime of nucleation [10], where the liquid is dispersed

primarily due to powder agitation and shear, rather than by

fluid flow and wetting.

If the drop penetration time is much longer, the liquid will

remain on the surface of the powder for an extended period of

time, in the order of minutes. The constant powder motion

means that it is more likely to coalesce with other unpene-

trated droplets (see step 3 in Figure 39.2), merge into a

section of powder wetted by an earlier drop [14] or roll into

depressions in the powder and form rivulets [23]. Even if the

drop does not coalescewith other drops, powder agitation and

shearwill be required to disperse the fluid through the powder

to form a nucleus (step 5 in Figure 39.2). Again, this is the

‘‘mechanical dispersion’’ nucleation regime.

These two regimes of nucleation can be summarized using

a nucleation regimemap (Figure 39.10). The axes of the map

are the dimensionless spray flux Ya and the dimensionless

penetration time tp

tp ¼ tp

tc
ð39:10Þ

where tc is the circulation time for the droplet or nuclei to

return to the spray zone. This is currently not quantified due to

insufficient understanding of powder flow and circulation

patterns inmost industrial granulation equipment. In general,

the drop penetration time needs to be much faster than the

circulation time, and an arbitrary limit of 1/10th of the

circulation time (tp< 0.1) has been set as the upper limit

for drop-controlled nucleation [10].

In the lower left-hand corner of the map is the drop-

controlled regime, which occurs at low dimensionless drop

penetration time (tp< 0.1) and low spray flux (Ya< 0.1). In

this corner, each drop will generally land separately without

touching any other droplets. As soon as either the spray flux

or the penetration time increases slightly, the system enters an

intermediate region where both wetting and agitation will be
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FIGURE 39.9 Nuclei size distributions predicted by equa-

tion 39.9 at a range of spray flux values assuming 100mm mono-

sized drops.
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equally important in determining liquid distribution and

nucleation. As spray flux or penetration time increase further,

the mechanical mixing will become the dominant mecha-

nism in nucleation, as the wetting kinetics occur on a much

longer timescale.

Understanding which nucleation regime the process is

operating in can be extremely useful for understanding how

to optimize liquid dispersion and trouble shoot during

manufacturing. For formulations with low penetration times,

optimizing the spray flux by adjusting the fluid flow rate, the

drop size, spray area, powder velocity, etc., will have a

significant effect on the process, as it moves from the

mechanical dispersion regime toward the drop-controlled

regime, crossing the regime boundaries (see lower horizontal

arrow in Figure 39.10). As the process nears the drop-

controlled regime, the nuclei size distribution will approach

the drop size distribution of the spray. Atomization of a fluid

is fairly well understood (e.g., [28]) and is therefore much

easier to optimize compared to a granulation process. In

contrast, when working with a formulation with a long drop

penetration time, optimizing the spray parameters to reduce

spray flux will have little effect on the nucleation process.

Once the drop penetration time is high, it is extremely

difficult to achieve drop-controlled nucleation, as the liquid

will form a ‘‘puddle’’ on the powder due to either slowly

penetrating drops or high spray density. In addition, atom-

izing a highly viscous fluid can be difficult, and some

industrial processes add the fluid as a steady unatomized

stream or even scoop in extremely viscous pastes. There is

little benefit in atomizing these extremely viscous fluids, as

although atomization may assist fluid distribution, mechan-

ical dispersion will still control the overall fluid dispersion

process and hence control the nuclei distribution.

Note that granulating in themechanical dispersion regime

implies that efficient mixing and agitation of the powder is

required to achieve effective liquid dispersion, and does not

automatically mean ‘‘poor’’ liquid distribution. Most mixer

granulation processes operate in the mechanical dispersion

regime,unless theyhavebeenconsciouslydesignedtoachieve

drop-controlled nucleation conditions (see Section 39.3.1

on spray flux scale-up). However, powder flow, circulation

patterns, and shear forces in industrial granulation equipment

are still poorly understood although there are several groups

actively researching in this area [29–33]. Increasing the

fluidizing air or impeller speed to improve agitation seems

a simple solution, but commonly cannot be done, either due to

equipment or process limitations (e.g., fixed speed impellers

in mixers, or maximum pressure drop limit in a fluid bed)

or due to negative side effects in on the granulation process

(e.g., change in granule density and/or growth regime—see

Section 39.2.1.2).Oneway to improvemechanical dispersion

is to position the spray in a highly agitated region of the

granulator. In a mixer granulator, this can be achieved by

placing the spray nozzle either directly over the chopper [34],

or shortly before the chopper, so that the recently sprayed

powder flows almost immediately into the turbulent chopper

zone, rather thancompletinga180–270� rotationbeforebeing
agitated.

39.2.2 Consolidation and Growth

The second mechanism in wet granulation is granule growth

(see Figure 39.1) and is inherently linked to both the liquid

level and porosity of the granules. It is well known that

different formulations show different growth behavior in the

same equipment, and that the same formulation can demon-

strate changed growth behavior when different granulation

conditions or equipment are used. We can think of two

extreme models for the process of granule growth, which

are as follows:

1. Growth of Deformable Porous Granules: The starting

force for granule growth and consolidation is a porous

deformable nuclei formed by the processes described

in Section 39.2.1. The nucleus contains substantial

amounts of liquid in the pores but is not necessarily

surfacewet. This corresponds to a drop size in the spray

zone larger than the primary particle size and this

model is a reasonable picture of granule growth in

high shear mixers.

2. Near Elastic Granules: Here we consider the granule

to be a nearly elastic particle coated with a liquid

binder after it leaves the spray zone. This model is well

suited for processes where granules are dried before

FIGURE 39.10 Nucleation regimemap with adjusted boundaries

incorporating the drop migration due to rewetting of powder during

multiple passes through the spray zone [14]. Dotted lines represent

original regime boundaries [10].
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they reenter the spray zone and where the liquid drop

size is small compared to primary particle size. Thus,

this model is often a reasonable description for fluid-

ized bed granulation.

For bothmodels, if we can answer the question: ‘‘Will two

colliding granules coalesce or rebound?’’ wewill have gone a

long way to describing the granule growth behavior. Granule

growth regime maps summarize the causes of much of this

behavior. Before, describing these models, we first discuss

granule strength and deformation, and granule consolidation.

39.2.2.1 Granule Strength andDeformation Oneway to

experimentally study granule strength is through the use of

wet granule pellets, which are small wet powder compacts

with controlled size, porosity, and liquid content. Pellets are

deformed under different conditions (in particular, strain rate

_e), and the effects of many variables, including binder fluid

viscosity and surface tension, particle size, pellet porosity,

etc. can be investigated [35–38]. The stress versus time is

recorded and the peak stress spk indicates the point of failure

and converted to a dimensionless peak flow stress Str� [38]

Str* ¼ spkdp

glvcosu
ð39:11Þ

The Str� data for all the experiments was plotted against

the capillary number Ca, which is the ratio of viscous forces

to surface tension forces, and proportional to the strain rate _e

Ca ¼ mdp _e
glvcosu

ð39:12Þ

Figure 39.11 shows this data for spheres. A single rela-

tionship can be formed with two distinct regimes [37, 38]. In

region 1, the strain rate is low (low Ca) and the peak flow

stress is independent of strain rate. In region 2, the higher

strain rates applied (high Ca) means that the viscous resis-

tance forces begin to dominate, and the peak flow stress is

proportional to the strain rate.

Note that this approachconfirms that at high enoughvalues

of Ca, the peak flow stress (granule dynamic strength) is a

strong function of strain rate. As collisions in the granulator

are dynamic and collision velocities may vary from approx-

imately 0.1ms�1 to approximately 1ms�1, this is important.

The granule strength should not be measured under static

conditions, but rather at strain rates similar to those experi-

enced in the granulator. Granules made from nonspherical

primary particles follow a similar behavior to that illustrated

in Figure 39.11, but are generally significantly stronger than

granules made from spherical model particles. In Sec-

tion 39.2.3.4, an extended version of the granule strength

model is presented which includes effects of primary particle

shape and granule liquid saturation.

39.2.2.2 Granule Consolidation A granule is a three-

dimensional composite of solids particles, liquid bridges

(which covert to solid bridges after drying), and vacant pore

space occupied by air. Consolidation is the increase in

granule density that results when the primary particles are

forced to move closer to each other as a result of collisions

between particles. Consolidation can only occur while the

binder is still liquid. Consolidation determines the porosity

and density of the final granules. Factors influencing the rate

and degree of consolidation include particle size, size dis-

tribution, and binder viscosity aswell as the impeller speed or

fluidizing velocity [39–41].

The structure of granules, particularly the proportion and

arrangement of the pore space, plays an important role in

downstream processing, particularly compaction of the gran-

ules into a tablet, and in product performance, especially

dissolution of the final solid dosage form [42].

The structure of real granules is complex and has not been

able to be studied until the relatively recent development of

micro X-ray tomography (XRT) [43–47]. Some examples of

the structure of some pharmaceutical granules made in the

same equipment from the same formulation at two different

mixing conditions are shown in Figure 39.12 and this is an

area of continuing research.

Although detailed analysis of the pore size distributionvia

mercury porosimetry [41, 48, 49] or XRTis possible [42–45],

the overall average porosity of the granule has been found to

be a very useful parameter in granulation. The overall

porosity of a granule e is defined as the volume fraction of

air within a granule. Care is needed to avoid confusion

between the interparticle voidage between the granules and

the intraporosity of the granules (i.e., the internal porosity),

both of which affect the bulk and tap density of an assembly

of granules. The porosity of the granules generally begins at a

FIGURE 39.11 Dimensionless flow stress versus capillary num-

ber [37]. In region 1, the stress is independent of flow rate. At higher

strain rates (region 2), viscous forces dominate and the stress is

proportional to the strain rate.
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high value (approximately 50–60%) and decays exponen-

tially as the granulation process proceeds [40] (see

Figure 39.13), due to granule deformation and particle

rearrangement as a result of collisions with other particles,

granulator wall and the impeller or chopper in a mixer

granulator. The rate of densification depends on several

parameters, but large particle size, smooth round particles,

and low-viscosity fluids allow rapid densification [40]. The

final porosity reached by the granule, emin, is often used to

determine the yield strength of the granule. The rate at which

granules densify can be related to the granule peak flow stress

and the typical collisionvelocity in the granulator through the

Stokes deformation number Stdef

Stdef ¼
rgU

2
c

2Yg
ð39:13Þ

where rg is the granule density, Uc is the collision velocity,

and Yg is the yield strength of the granule. The yield strength

of the granule is a function of the formulation and the extent

of consolidation, and is usually evaluated as the peak flow

stress at the minimum porosity emin (see Figure 39.12). The

granulation consolidation rate constant kc is then given by

kc ¼ bcexpða:StdefÞ ð39:14Þ
where bc and a are constant. kc is the consolidation rate

constant for a first-order consolidation equation of the form

e�emin

e0�emin

¼ expð�kctÞ ð39:15Þ

Granule porosity is closely coupled with the granule

saturation. The granule saturation s is defined as the propor-

tion of pore space that is occupied by liquid

s ¼ wrsð1�eÞ
rle

ð39:16Þ

where e is the average granule porosity, w is the mass liquid/

mass dry powder, rl is the density of liquid, and rs is the true
density of the solid particles.

Four general saturation states have been defined—pen-

dular, funicular, capillary, and droplet (Figure 39.14). There

are two ways that the overall saturation of the granule can

be increased—the amount of fluid added to the system can be

increased, or the granule can be consolidated to reduce the

pore space available [50, 51]. During the liquid addition

phase of wet granulation, a combination of both processes is

most likely occurring. For some formulations, consolidation

of the granule will gradually decrease the porosity of the

granule until the saturation reaches the droplet state, when

the binder fluid will be squeezed to the exterior surface of the

granule [24, 52–55]. The sudden presence of fluid at the outer

granule surface often induces rapid coalescence and runaway

growth of granules [40, 53, 56].

The rate of granule consolidation varies significantly,

depending on the properties of the powder and liquid

used [39, 40]. The interparticle friction must be overcome

so that the granule can consolidate. Interparticle friction is

increased by using smaller particle size, as their high surface

FIGURE 39.12 X-ray tomography images of internal structure of

granules produced in a 2 L mixer at different shear conditions (a)

200 rpm impeller and 600 rpm chopper speed e� 58% and (b)

600 rpm impeller and 1800 rpm chopper speed e� 15% [43].

FIGURE 39.13 Exponential decay in granule porosity as

granulation proceeds [40].

FIGURE 39.14 Granule saturation has four main states, and

saturation increases as liquid content increases [50] and pore space

decreases.
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area and high number of interparticle contacts provide more

resistance to consolidation [39, 40, 57]. Granules formed

from coarser particles tend to consolidate more quickly (see

Figure 39.12). Viscous binder fluids also reduce the rate of

consolidation, as the liquid resists flowing during deforma-

tion. However, the presence of fluid also acts as a lubricant

and higher liquid content (i.e., saturation) causes the rate of

consolidation to increase.

39.2.2.3 Granule Growth Behavior for Deformable
Porous Granules There are two main types of granule

growth behavior for porous, deformable granules—steady

growth and induction growth (Figure 39.15). ‘‘Steady

growth’’ occurs when the rate of growth is constant (at a

given liquid level).Onaplot of granule sizeversus granulation

time, steady growth behavior produces a linear trend. This

type of growth occurs in formulations where the granules are

easily deformed by the forces in the granulator, and tends to

occur when the using coarse powders and low-viscosity

fluids [52].

In contrast, ‘‘induction growth’’ occurs when the initial

nuclei remain at a constant size for a long period, before very

rapid granule growth occurs, resulting in a sudden increase in

granule size (Figure 39.15). During the induction period, the

granules consolidate and approach some minimum porosity

(e.g., see Figure 39.13 for example data) but do not grow in

size except through the layering of ungranulated fines.

Eventually, the granule porosity can be reduced enough to

squeeze liquid to the surface. If there are no ungranulated

fines remaining, this excess free liquid on the granules causes

sudden rapid coalescence ofmany granules, and results in the

rapid increase in granule size characteristic of an induction

formulation.

39.2.2.4 Granule Growth Regime Map for Deformable
Granules It is well known that different formulations show

different granulation behavior, such as induction versus

steady growth. The links between formulation properties

and granule growth behavior are summarized in the granule

growth regimemap [52, 54]. The horizontal axis indicates the

granule saturation s, which is a function of theweight fraction

of liquid w, and the granule porosity e (see equation 39.13).

On the vertical axis is the Stokes’ deformation number, Stdef,

which is the ratio of the kinetic energy experienced by the

granules during a collision compared to the yield stress or

deformation of the granule (see equation 39.13).

To make effective use of the granulation regime map, we

need reasonable estimates of the effective collision velocity

Uc (controlled by process conditions) and dynamic yield

stress Y (a function of formulation properties). Table 39.1

gives estimates of the average and maximum collision ve-

locities for different process equipment. In high shearmixers,

the difference between the average and maximum collision

velocities can be very large and the estimates should be taken

as indicative.

Let us consider the different growth regimes. First, we

should consider a very weak formulation with a low granule

yield strength Yg. For example, coarse sand and water At the

very beginning of the granulation process, the saturation s

will be low and close to zero and the process in the ‘‘dry’’ free

flowing powder section of the regime map, in the upper left-

hand corner. As more fluid is added to the process, the

saturation increases and we move from left to right across

the map. However, in this case the impact forces from

collisions are far exceeding the granule strength and the

granules shatter as quickly as they are formed, forming a

mixture reminiscent of damp sand. Increasing the amount of

fluid does not help this, and eventually the systemwill end up

as a slurry, in the upper right-hand corner of the map.

Considering now a formulation, which has a slightly

higher granule yield stressYg,where granules deform rapidly,

but are not shattered. For example, lactose granulated with

FIGURE 39.15 Two main types of granule growth behavior for deformable granules [52].

TABLE 39.1 Estimates of Uc for Different Granulation

Processes

Type of Granulator Average Uc Maximum Uc

Fluidized beds 6Ubdp=db 6Ubdp=dbd
2

Mixer granulators 0:15viR viR

Modified from Ref. 58.
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water or a low-viscosity binder such as PVP. The Stdef for this

type of formulation could be approximately 2/3 up the Stdef
axis (depending on the granulator conditions, which deter-

mine Uc). Initially, at low liquid amounts, the system will be

in the nucleation only regime. In this section of the growth

map, there is enough liquid to form nuclei but not enough to

allow any significant granule growth—the system is water

limited. As more fluid is added, the saturation increases and

the process cross the regime boundary to enter the steady

growth regime,where the granule size increases steadilywith

time. If we add still more fluid, the granule growth rate will

increase further until we reach the rapid growth regime and

eventually a slurry (Figure 39.16).

Finally, consider a formulation with a yield stress Yg,

which is able to resist the impact forces experienced in the

granulator. A typical pharmaceutical example would be a

formulation containing a very finepowder, granulated using a

viscous binder fluid such as 5% HPC. After each collision,

the granule consolidates slightly, and over time approaches a

minimum porosity as shown in Figure 39.13. Initially, when

only a small amount of fluid has been added, the saturation

will be low and the process will be in the nucleation regime.

As the amount of fluid increases, we cross into the induction

regime.During the induction period, the granules densify and

approach the minimum porosity. If the level of consolidation

is enough for force the saturation to exceed 100% (see case

(b) in Figure 39.14), the excess liquid that is squeezed to the

surface of the granule will cause the granules to coalesce

rapidly with the surrounding granules and extremely rapid

granule growth occurs.

It is possible to switch the growth behavior from steady

growth to induction growth or vice versa. For example,

increasing the binder fluid viscosity or decreasing the particle

size will slow the rate of consolidation, and move the system

toward induction behavior.

Pharmaceutical granulation mainly occurs in the nucle-

ation, steady growth and induction regimes, as the final

desired granule size is often only 2–4 times the size of the

original particles in the formulation. A typical target granule

diameter would be 200–400mm, and the typical size of the

particles in the formulation ranges between 50 and 200mm.

39.2.2.5 GrowthRegimeMap forNearly ElasticGranules
For near elastic granules, the conceptual model originally

developed byEnnis et al. [59] considers the collision between

two near elastic granules each coated with a layer of liquid

(see Figure 39.17). This work has been summarized in

several monographs [58, 60, 61]. In this case the key dimen-

sionless group is the viscous Stokes number Stv

Stv ¼
4rgUcdp

9m
ð39:17Þ

Stv is the ratio of the kinetic energy of the collision to the

viscous dissipation in the liquid layer. Successful coales-

cencewill occur, if Stv exceeds some critical value St� andwe
can define three growth regimes, which are as follows:

1. Noninertial Growth ½Stv;max < St*�: The viscous

Stokes number for all collisions in the granulator is

less than the critical Stokes number. All collisions lead

to sticking and growth by coalescence. In this regime,

changes to process parameters will have little or no

effect on the probability of coalescence.

2. Inertial Growth ½Stv;av 	 St*�: Some collisions cause

coalescencewhile others lead to rebound. Therewill be

steady granule growth by coalescence. The extent and

rate of growth will be sensitive to process parameters

that will determine the proportion of collisions that

lead to coalescence. Varying process parameters and

formulation properties can push the system into either

the noninertial or coating regimes.

3. Coating Regime ½Stv;min > St*�: The kinetic energy in

most or all collisions exceeds viscous dissipation in the
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FIGURE 39.16 Granule growth regime map, summarizing the

different types of granule growth and the conditions in which they

will occur [52].
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FIGURE39.17 Twonear elastic granules colliding—the basis for

the coalescence/rebound criteria [9]. This simple model predicts

that granules will grow to a maximum size by coalescence and such

behavior is commonly seen in fluidized bed granulation. Note that

the key formulation parameters are binder viscosity and particle

size, as for deformable granule growth case.
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liquid layer. There is no coalescence. Granule growth

will only occur by the successive layering of new

material in the liquid phase (melt, solution, or slurry)

onto the granule.

This simple model predicts that granules will grow to a

maximum size by coalescence and such behavior is com-

monly seen in fluidized bed granulation. Note that the key

formulation parameters are binder viscosity and particle size,

as for deformable granule growth case.

39.2.3 Breakage

Of the three granulationmechanisms, granule breakage is the

least understood. There is no fully general regime map for

breakage, although there is an active research effort to

develop one. A thorough review of breakage research was

published recently [62]. Breakage of wet granules is only

important in mixer granulators. Attrition and breakage of dry

granules can also occur during fluidized bed drying (and

during fluid bed granulation) or during later handling.

The two main approaches to understanding wet granule

breakage are to conduct breakage studies of single granules

(both wet and dry), or to conduct studies of breakage during

granulation within the granulator and granular motion in

granulators (including the forces and velocities experienced

by the granules). It is important to understand how an

individual granule will deform and break under certain

conditions. Therefore single granules studies, both experi-

mental and theoretical, can be very useful. Breakage during

granulation is usually studied by either analyzing the change

in granule size distribution with time, or by using colored

tracers.

Granule breakage is a function of the strength of the

granule compared to the impact velocity and shear forces

experienced by the granules within the granulator. Granules

will respond differently under different conditions, and a

given granule may break very differently, or not at all.

Therefore, granular flow has a large impact on the breakage

behavior in the granulating system, but is relatively poorly

understood.

It is important to note that the breakage behavior of dry

granules is completely different to the breakage behavior of

wet granules. We discuss here the breakage of wet granules

during the granulation process, which may also be appli-

cable to a wet milling process, but cannot be extrapolated to

a dry milling process or any other dry granule breakage

process. Dry granule breakage is discussed in detail

elsewhere [58].

39.2.3.1 Deformation and Breakage of Single Granules
Deformation and breakage of single wet granules has been

studied with high velocity impacts [63], in controlled powder

shear [64] and in unconfined compression at varying strain

rates [65]. Tardos and coworkers were one of the first groups

to study breakage of single wet granules [64]. They per-

formed experiments with individual pellets in a fluidized

coquette device, where the shear field applied to the granules

was known and carefully controlled. Breakage occurs when

Stdef is greater than some critical value Stdef
� of order 0.2.

Here, the granule mechanics were modeled as a Herschel

Bulkley fluid and the granule strength is taken as the plastic

yield stress under shear. Smith and coworkers [65, 66]

extended Iveson’s work on granule strength under uniaxial

and diametrical compression [35, 37, 38, 67] and showed that

in fact the deformation and breakage behavior of single

granules is complex. Some formulations show very plastic

behavior, while other fail in semibrittle fashion, with prop-

agation of single large cracks through the granule

(see Figure 39.18). It is likely that plastic granules may fail

FIGURE 39.18 Extremes of wet granule deformation and breakage behavior in diametrical

compression [66].
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by shear and extensional flow in the granulator, while semi-

brittle granules may break by impact in the impeller zone.

While plastic behavior is more likely to be seen at higher

strain rate, there is no general relationship between capillary

number Ca and breakage mode. However, granules made

fromnonspherical particles are bothmuch stronger, andmore

likely to fail in semibrittle fashion by major crack

propagation.

39.2.3.2 Breakage of Granules within the Granulator:
Effect of Formulation Properties and Process Parameters
Wet granule breakage has only been identified as a significant

mechanism in high shear granulators [26, 62, 65, 68–73]. The

problemwith fundamental studies usingmeasurements in the

granulator is that it is very difficult to deconvolute the effects

of breakage from those of nucleation and growth simply by

analyzing granule size distributions. To get around this

problem, the following two approaches have been taken:

1. Using a small population of well-formed granules or

pellets in a flow field of a cohesive, but nongranulating

powder such as sticky sand [65, 69, 70] or

2. Usingmarked tracer granules in a flowfield of the same

material [26, 68, 72–75].

Figure 39.19 shows examples of the breakage of well-

formed pellets with time within a vertical axis mixer gran-

ulator [70]. In this case, pellet survival is a strong function of

liquid saturation. In general, strong granules (as measured by

peak flow stress in uniaxial compression as described above)

do not break as readily in the granulator. We can postulate

that in the granulator, granules will break if they experience

stresses, which exceed their peak flow stress. We can express

this as a Stokes deformation number criterion. Breakage will

occur if the Stokes deformation number on impact exceeds a

critical value [70]

Stdef ¼
rgv

2
c

2sp

> St* ð39:18Þ

This approach is similar to that used by Tardos and

coworkers in the coquette flow rheometer [64]. Figure 39.20

shows that treating breakage data in this way leads to a

surprisingly sharp transition from no breakage to breakage at

St� ¼ 0.2 for a wide range of formulations.

In similar studies, van den Dries et al. [68] proposed a

critical value of St� ¼ 0.01. Closer inspection of the analysis

shows that differences in value for St� are most likely due to

differences in mixer geometry and in measuring or estimat-

ing the granule strength sp and the collision velocity vc. In

their work, Liu et al. [70] combined data from single granule

strength measurements [65] with Rumpf’s expression for

granule strength where both viscous and capillary forces are

important, to develop the following expression for granule

strength

sp ¼ AR�4:3S 6
1�e
e

gcosu

d3;2
þ 9

8

ð1�eÞ2
e2

9pmvp

16d3;2

" #
ð39:19Þ

where AR is the aspect ratio of the primary particles, S is the

granule pore saturation, e is the porosity of the granule, d3,2 is
the specific surface area diameter of the particles, and vp is the

relative velocity of the moving particle inside a granule after

impact. The expression explicitly accounts for the effects of

primary particle size and shape, liquid binder properties, and

liquid saturation. The collision velocity was assumed to be

FIGURE 39.19 Breakage of wet granule pellets in a flow field of

cohesive sand in a vertical axis mixer granulator (broad size

distribution lactose with 1 Pa S silicone oil binder at different liquid

saturation values) [70].
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15% of the impeller tip speed. Note this correlation is similar

to, although not identical to the Iveson correlation for granule

strength (see Section 39.2.2.1). Both predict granule strength

increases with increasing strain rate, increasing binder vis-

cosity, and decreasing primary particle size.

Note that the mode of breakage as well as the granule

strength may vary with formulation properties. Analysis of

granule fragments from breakage shows evidence of signif-

icant elongation for some formulations (plastic deformation)

and sharp angular fragments for others (semibrittle behav-

ior) [69]. Breakage behavior is similar to that predicted from

diametrical compression of single granules.

While this relatively simple approach is fairly general but

able to predict the effect of formulation parameters, predict-

ing the effect of changes in equipment parameters is more

difficult. In general, increasing impeller speed increases the

extent of breakage [26, 71, 73] and this is accounted for by the

collision velocity term in the Stokes deformation number.

However, breakage is very sensitive to changes in mixer and

impeller geometry in ways we cannot yet predict a priori.

Figure 39.21 shows an example of breakage of single drop

formed granules in the same mixer with (a) a two-blade

beveled edge impeller and (b) a frictional flat plate at the

same impeller speed. For the beveled impeller, there is a

reasonable correlation between breakage and granule

strength consistent with equation 39.19. (The degree of

scatter is due to the difficulty in keeping granule porosity

and liquid saturation constant with this method of granule

formation.) In contrast, there is no breakage using the

frictional flat plate.

These results emphasize that breakage is not occurring

uniformly in the bed, but rather in a narrow zone near the

impeller. This is the reason that granules take time to break

in the granulator. Figure 39.19 shows that the pellet gran-

ules take up to 1min to break, even in a small granulator.

Figure 39.22 shows an example of velocity fields in roping

flow in a two-blade impeller vertical axis mixer. Powder

velocity (and therefore applied stress) is very nonuniform

with the highest velocities in a small zone near the impeller.

As granules circulate in ropingflow in thegranulator, theywill

often bypass the impeller zone. Only those granules that enter

this zone of high impact and shear stress are likely to break.

The size of this breakage zone, and themaximum stresses and

collision velocities seen by the granules in this zone will be a

strong function of the impeller design.

In mixer granulators, a ‘‘chopper’’ mounted either in the

side wall or in the granulator lid, rotates at high speed (e.g.,

3000 rpm). This generates a small localized area with very

intensive agitation, where breakage could be expected to

dominate. The chopper is commonly thought to break up

large lumps and granules, particularly at the powder surface

(where they are generally located). Although this seems

logical, there is no work to demonstrate this—the few

pharmaceutical studies that have been performed [48,

77–79] find that the chopper had a very small effect,

and that the overall granulation response (e.g., granule size

and porosity) is dominated by the impeller speed, liquid

level, etc.

39.2.3.3 Breakage of Granules within the Granulator:
Effect of Granule Size and Density There are several

studies, which show that the breakage probability is propor-

tional to granule size [70, 72, 80]. These studies are consis-

tent with the literature on particle size effects on crushing and

grinding. Larger granules are more likely to have large pores

or flaws which increases their probability of semibrittle

fracture [80]. Consolidated, dense granules are well known

to be stronger. An analogy between the granule growth

regime map and breakage behavior has been postulated,

where three ‘‘exchange mechanisms’’ have been proposed
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to resemble three growth regimes, and linked to the type and

rate of material transfer between granules [75].

Colored tracer granules have been used to followbreakage

as a function of granule size. Three sizes of colored tracer

granules (�200, 500, and 1000mm) were added to a gran-

ulator while it was running. Samples were taken as a function

of time, and the proportion of colored material in each size

fraction was analyzed. The largest granules break at a higher

rate than smaller granules, as shown in Figure 39.23 [72].

They also investigated the breakage rate of tracer granules

that had been granulated for different times, before being

removed and added to the running granulator. Younger,

newly formed tracer granules broke at a faster rate than

tracer granules that had been granulated for a longer period,

allowing plenty of time for granule consolidation [72].

Granule strength, and hence granule breakage rates, have

been shown to be quite heterogenous [74]. In some cases,

the color distribution of the granules has become almost

uniform within approximately 2min [26, 68, 72], although

this will not be true for all formulations or all granulation

conditions.

39.2.3.4 Aiding Controlled Granulation via Breakage
Breakage of wet granules during the granulation process is

not necessarily detrimental. In pharmaceutical granulation,

the formation of large granules is generally undesired, and

size-preferential breakage of coarse granules [72] helps keep

the proportion of coarse granules low.

Breakage can also occur early in the granulation process,

in parallel with nucleation, and can assist in distributing the

liquid evenly throughout the powder. The mechanical dis-

persion nucleation regime (see Section 39.2.1.3) requires

breakage to disperse the wet clumps of binder fluid through

the powder. Newly formed granules (i.e., nuclei) are easier to

break than older granules, due to their relatively high po-

rosity [72]. Thismechanism of liquid dispersionvia breakage

of nuclei is called ‘‘destructive nucleation’’ [26] (Figure

39.24). The initial interaction of the drop either in a fluid bed

(via layering of the powder on the exterior of the drop) or

during the drop penetration process (more relevant to mixer

granulation) forms a primary nuclei with a saturation gradi-

ent—the saturation decreases as you move from the inner

core of the granule to the exterior surface. The large, low

porosity, weak primary nuclei is broken into smaller and

stronger secondary nuclei, which form starting materials for

coalescence [26]. Tracer studies showed that the proportion

of primary nuclei that survive decreases as the impeller speed

increases [26, 68], and consequently the colored tracer fluid

became more uniformly distributed both between granules

and within granules. This effect may be smaller for other

formulations and equipment (Figure 39.23).

The final stage in destructive nucleation shows a balance

between coalescence and breakage, which implies a stable

maximum granule size. This idea was applied, together with

several other ideas, to produce a well controlled granulation

which required only a single parameter—the impeller

speed—to be adjusted on scale-up [81]. Note that because

the kinetics of breakage in time scale to a typical pharma-

ceutical granulation (1–5min), this ‘‘steady-state’’ approach

will require longer granulation times for stable results. This

work is described in more details in Section 39.3.4.

39.2.3.5 Summary Comments While much is still to be

done in the area of wet granule breakage, we can draw some

useful conclusions:

1. Approaches used to measure or estimate the effect of

formulation properties on granule strength for the

FIGURE 39.22 Powder velocity field during pseudoroping flow

in as two-blade impeller vertical axismixermeasured using positron

emission particle tracking [76].
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FIGURE39.23 Coarse granules (>1190mm)break at a faster rate

than smaller granules [72].
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purposes of understanding granule growth are also

applicable to breakage studies. Remember, however,

that changing the formulation can change the mode of

breakage (plastic of semibrittle) as well as the yield

stress.

2. In the granulator, granules will break due to some

combination of shear and impact in a relatively small

region near the impellers. Granulator and impeller

geometry have a very strong, but difficult to predict

effect on the rate and extent of breakage.

3. A simple Stokes deformation number criterion (equa-

tion 39.18), can be used to predict whether breakage

will occur in a granulator of well defined geometry and

to predict the effect of formulation effects and impeller

speed on wet granule breakage in the granulator.

4. Granule breakagewill occurmore easily for large, low-

density granules.

5. Breakage can sometimes have a positive effect in wet

granulation to aid liquid distribution and limit maxi-

mum granule size.

39.3 SCALE-UP

39.3.1 Spray Flux Scale-Up

Dimensionless spray flux provides a good basis for scale up

of the spray zone conditions to maintain good nucleation and

equivalent liquid distribution conditions. However, main-

taining constant spray flux on scale-up can be quite chal-

lenging (see also discussion in Ref. 50). The most common

scale-up approach is to maintain the same solution addition

time, which means that the flow rate through the nozzle

increases and therefore spray flux also increases dramatical-

Primary particles Droplet

Nucleation

Fragmentation

FragmentationAttrition

Densification Coalescence

Breakage

CoalescenceCoalescence

Secondary nuclei

Layering

+

FIGURE 39.24 ‘‘Destructive nucleation’’ where nuclei undergo breakage [26].
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ly. The larger spray width and larger drop sizes at higher flow

rates are not usually enough to compensate for this. An

alternate approach of maintaining the same flow rate (and

drop size, if an identical nozzle tip), but this causes the total

batch time to increase in proportion to the batch size.

Assuming that liquid level is high enough to produce a

granule saturation higher than the nucleation regime

limit [52, 54], then the growth and consolidation will be

affected due to the longer processing time.

In addition, the powder surface velocity in a mixer gran-

ulator generally decreases as the granulator scale in-

creases [21], particularly if the impeller has only two fixed

‘‘high’’ and ‘‘low’’ settings which are usually scaled to

maintain equivalent impeller tip speed, rather than equivalent

powder agitation and mixing. Lab scale mixer granulators

display vigorous mixing and tend to operate in the ‘‘roping’’

regime, while at manufacturing scale the powder agitation is

much less efficient, and spends at least part of the time in

‘‘bumping’’ flow [11, 21, 33]. Increasing the impeller speed

to maintain an equivalent powder surface velocity also

increases the impact and shear forces experienced by the

granules. The higher force increases the consolidation rate

and shifts the system upwards on the granule growth map

(i.e., Stdef increases). If this upward shift results in the system

crossing a regime boundary, a fundamental shift in granula-

tion behavior will occur as the system moves into a different

granulation regime.

Table 39.2 gives an example of spray flux changes during

scale-up from a 10 kg to a 50 kg batch, where 25% of

granulating fluid is added at 0.5 L/min over 5min. Initially,

the calculated spray fluxYa¼ 0.36, which is above the drop-

controlled nucleation regime. In the first approach, the spray

rate increases to 2.5 L/min to maintain the equivalent gran-

ulation time of 5min and the impeller speed of 108 rpm is

scaled using the common ‘‘tip speed’’ scaling rule [21]. The

decrease in powder velocity and the increase in spray rate

creates an increase in spray flux to Ya¼ 1.08. In the second

case, the spray rate is maintained at 0.5 L/min but the spray

delivery time is increased from 5min to 25min. This is not

commonly done, due to fears of significant changes in

granule growth and consolidation, which may be unfounded

(see Section 39.3.4). In this case, the spray flux remains

almost constant at Ya¼ 0.38. The spray flux could be re-

duced further by increasing the impeller speed, or by adding

multiple nozzles.

Multiple nozzles are the only way to maintain spray flux

independently of granule growth and consolidation rates.

This is well known in fluid bed granulation scale-up [82–84]

but has not been applied to commercial mixer granulators. A

four nozzle spray manifold was designed for a 300 L mixer

granulator [85]. The increased liquid distribution area and

reduced flow rate per nozzle reduced the spray flux and can

result in reduced lump formation [85].An alternatemethod to

maximize liquid dispersion in the spray zone is to place the

spray nozzle directly over the chopper, where the turbulent

powder flow and strong localized shear forces disperse the

fluid effectively, even in the mechanical dispersion

regime [34].

39.3.2 Scale-Up of Powder Flow Patterns in Mixer

Granulators

Mixer granulators are often called ‘‘high shear’’ granulators,

and until recently it was assumed that the impeller was able to

effectively agitate the powder bed during operation. Powder

velocity measurements can be performed using high-speed

video cameras and image analysis [11, 21, 22], which

generally measures the tangential component of the powder

velocity, although the velocity also varies radially. More

sophisticated analysis using positron emission particle track-

ing (PEPT) technology has also been performed in several

mixers [31, 86–89] and shows these trends in much greater

detail although the data currently available is limited to lab-

scale granulators. Experimental PEPT data for powder flow

in larger scale equipment is currently being generated.

Two distinct types of powder flow have been observed in

high shear mixer granulators [11]. At low impeller speeds,

the powder surface remains horizontal and the bed ‘‘bumps’’

or ‘‘shunts’’ [90] up and down as the impeller passed under-

neath. The surface velocity was approximately an order of

magnitude lower than the impeller tip velocity. As the

impeller speed increases, the powder surface velocity in-

creases linearly although there was still little vertical inter-

change of material. After increasing the impeller speeds

above a critical point, a vortex appears and spiraling ‘‘rop-

ing’’ [11] or ‘‘torroidal’’ powder flow is observed [73]. In the

roping regime, the surfacevelocity is independent of impeller

speed [11, 73] and material from the bottom of the powder

bed is forced up the vessel wall before tumbling down the

vortex in the center of the powder flow. In all observed

powder flows in mixer granulators, the powder velocity is

at least one order of magnitude lower than the impeller tip

speed [9, 21, 73, 88].

TABLE 39.2 The Effect of Scale-Up on Spray Flux Ya

in Fielder Mixer Granulator

Scale-Up Approach

Base

Case

Constant

Spray Time

Constant

Spray Rate

Batch size (kg) 10 50 50

Flow rate (L/min) 0.5 2.5 0.5

Spray time (min) 5 5 25

Drop size (mm) 200 350 200

Spray width (m) 0.25 0.3 0.3

Impeller speed (rpm) 216 108 108

Powder velocity (m/s) 0.7 0.55 0.55

Spray flux, Ya 0.36 1.08 0.38
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An industrial study of powder flow patterns and surface

velocity was performed in a series of Fielder mixers (25, 65,

and 300 L) as a function of impeller speed [21]. When

running the 300 L granulator at the standard ‘‘low’’ speed

setting of 180 rpm, the powder was stagnant approximately

1/3 of the time [21]. Changes in mixer geometry and fill level

could significantly change the powder velocity at a given

impeller speed. They also measured powder velocity during

granulation, and found that the surface velocity gradually

increases as granulation proceeded. The powder flow pattern

also changed during granulation, shifting from bumping flow

during dry mixing to roping flow during granulation [21].

Powder velocity during the dry mix stage has also been

shown to vary between lots of API for a high drug load

formulation [22]. The measured powder surface velocity for

three batches containing different lots of the API varied

between 0.64 and 0.95m/s. This variation was presumed to

be due to lot-to-lot differences in drug properties, although

establishing the causal link between drug properties and

powder flow is an area requiring further investigation.

In fluidized beds, the fluidizing airflow is always adjusted

to maintain adequate fluidization of the powders. It would be

unthinkable to attempt to scale-up a fluidized bed and select a

set of operating conditions which did not fully fluidized the

bed—yet we routinely scale-up mixer granulators in exactly

this way. There are three main approaches to scaling powder

flow in a mixer granulator which can be summarized by the

following equation [33]:

NDn ¼ constant ð39:20Þ

whereN is the impeller speed (rpm),D is the impellerdiameter

(m), and n is a scaling index. The most common impeller

scaling approach is to maintain tip speed, where n¼ 0.5 [47,

91–93]. An alternate approach is to use Froude number

(Fr¼N2D/g), which is commonly used to scale up fluid

mixing bymaintaining the ratio of centrifugal to gravitational

forces [11, 91, 94, 95]. In this case, the scaling index in

equation 39.13 is n¼ 1. More recent work used calibrated

tracer pelletswith a knownyield stress tomeasure the average

shear stress experienced by a granule during granulation.

Scale-up studies showed that for a series of geometrically

similarFieldergranulators, thescaling indexnvariedbetween

0.8and0.85 [33]dependingon theheight todiameter ratio, fill

level and impeller style used in each case. The ‘‘equal shear’’

scale-up criterion is the subject of ongoing research [96, 97].

In addition to the impeller speed criteria outlined above,

other scaling criteria includemaintaining swept volume [79],

constant energy per unit mass [98], and power number [99].

39.3.3 Granule Growth Scale-Up

It is important to stay within the same granule growth regime

(see Figure 39.15) during scale-up to avoid dramatic changes

in growth behavior. This is unfortunately easier said than

done. The forces applied to the powder mass must remain

similar; otherwise the system may shift vertically on the

regime map, typically into or out of the induction growth

regime. For fluid beds this implies maintaining similar

fluidizing conditions and maintaining an equivalent excess

gas velocity. For mixer granulators, the maximum impact

(e.g., impeller and/or chopper tip speed) may need to be

maintained if the granulation is controlled by direct impeller

impacts, or perhaps the overall roping flow field to maintain

equivalent shear. In some cases, these requirements may

directly contradict the requirements needed to maintain

equivalent nucleation conditions.

Shifting vertically on the regime map due to a change in

the overall force applied to the granulation also implies that

the granule porosity and/or structurewill also shift, and this is

usually undesirable as granule porosity is often shown to be

directly linked to the dissolution rate of the granules, cap-

sules, or tablets [42, 100]. Changing the porosity also

changes the overall saturation of the granules, which also

means that a change in the granule porosity moves the

process both vertically and horizontally on the growth regime

map. A change in porosity e and the subsequent change in

granule saturation s means that the granule size will change,

even though the amount of liquid added to the batch (w in

equation 39.11) remains constant. Typically, pharmaceutical

process engineers concentrate on keeping the amount of

liquid added to the batch constant. In actual fact, the granule

saturation is the key factor in controlling granule growth but

in the future we hope to see saturation being calculated at

each stage of the scale-up process. Currently, the lack of

knowledge of porosity changes meaning that the amount of

liquid added to the batch is frequently adjusted from com-

pensate for the changes in growth after scale-up.

39.3.4 Scale-Up Case Study: Steady-State Granulation

‘‘Pseudosteady-state granulation’’ (also called one-dimen-

sional granulation) is a recent approach to wet granulation

which resulted in improved control of granule size, proper-

ties, and scale-up without any loss in product perfor-

mance [81]. During a typical 5–25min pharmaceutical gran-

ulation process, there are multiple dynamic subprocesses

occurring including liquid distribution; dissolution and hy-

dration of excipients such as lactose, MCC, and dry binders;

granule growth; granule consolidation; granule breakage;

and the overall granulator flowpattern and shear (particularly

the transition between bumping and roping flow). Generally

when the batch is stopped, each of these subprocesses is

stopped abruptly, well before an equilibrium is reached. Each

subprocess has its own characteristic timescale, and it is

impossible to halt in all of these dynamic subprocesses at the

same point at each scale, and this is why the granulation

performance shifts as during scale-up.
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An ideal granulation process would allow complete con-

trol of liquid sizes in the granulator, without the need for dry

milling [81]. The ideal process would allow all the transient

subprocesses to reach a repeatable, controllable equilibrium

end point, and produce a narrow size distribution of granules

between 200 and 500 mm with complete control of the

granule size by adjusting only the liquid level. This would

involve operating at a low spray flux by using a slow spray

rate; a long granulation time to ensure that all complete

dissolution/hydration of all the excipients; ensuring roping

flow behavior during the entire process; and using some wet

massing time to ensure that an equilibrium can be achieved.

Vonk et al. [26] showed that an equilibrium granule size and

saturation should exist where the rate of granule growth is

exactly balanced by the rate of granule breakage (see lower

diagram in Figure 39.18). As the entire granulation batch

converges toward equilibrium point, the granule size distri-

bution and saturation distribution will also converge. This

‘‘steady-state’’ granulation point should also be scale-

independent [81].

To demonstrate steady-state granulation, Michaels

et al. [81] granulated a standard lactose-MCC based formu-

lation in a 2 L high shear mixer granulators using ‘‘conven-

tional’’ conditions (40% fluid sprayed over 5min) and ‘‘stea-

dy-state’’ conditions (28% fluid sprayed over 15min plus up

to 20min wet massing time). The long granulation time

caused the initial batches to heat up, creating new transients

in evaporation and rheology, so the standard mixer cooling

jackets were used to minimize the temperature rise in the

batch. The granules produced by the steady-state process

were typically 200–300mm with a narrow size distribution

with no granules larger than 1mm. The final particle size

distribution was a function only of the final liquid saturation

and shear stress in the agitated wet mass. The granulating

fluid level (ratio of liquid added to dry powder ingredients)

became amaterial variable rather than a process variable, that

is, scale-independent. In contrast, the conventional granules

had a very broad distribution with more than a third of the

granules above 1mm, thus requiring the use of a dry mill.

Scale-up of the steady-state granulation process involves

only one process variable: scale-up of the shear stress,

controlled by the main impeller speed. Scale-up trials were

conducted at 2, 25, and 300 L scale, using the ‘‘equal shear’’

scale-up correlation (n¼ 0.8 in equation 39.15) between

shear stress and main impeller speed [33]. The granule size

distributions were unimodal and centered at 200–300mm
depending on the liquid level, and the need for a milling step

to control the granule size was eliminated [81]. The entire

size distribution was matched ‘‘right first time’’ with only a

single batch performed at 25 and 300 L (see Figure 39.25).

This exact matching of the entire size distribution was

repeated multiple times, over three different liquid levels

(24%, 28%, 32%) and at two different impeller speed (shown

as low, medium, and high shear on the x-axis) at each scale.

Although the total granulation process time was far longer

than normal (15min solution delivery plus 20min wet mas-

sing time), the lower liquid level (�28% compared to 45%

for the same formulation granulated using a standard ap-

proach) and the small, uniformly size granules meant that the

drying time was significantly shorter, resulting in the same

FIGURE 39.25 Particle size of dry, unmilled granules manufactured at 2, 25, and 300 L scale. Data

shown for three fluid levels (24%, 28%, and 32%) and three shear stresses (low, medium, and high

impeller speeds).
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overall cycle time at production scale. In addition, the

dissolution and compaction of these granules was unaffected,

contrary to conventional opinion that such dense granules

would fail to meet physical tablet specifications and drug

release specifications. This highlights the surprisingly simple

opportunity of using the steady-state granulation approach to

scale up pharmaceutical formulations. The approach has also

been successfully used for granulation of detergents in a fluid

bed granulator [101].

39.4 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

There are several areas where the existing knowledge of

granulation is currently insufficient—powder flow including

the shear rates and collision rates experienced by the granules

is one area, and a better understanding of the granule

breakage mechanism is another. Both of these areas are the

focus of several international groups. Areas particularly

relevant to the pharmaceutical industry are the granulation

behavior ofmulticomponent powder blends, and understand-

ing how to obtain themost uniform drug distribution possible

across all granule size fractions. The behavior of hydropho-

bic drugs in granulation can also be quite surprising [46, 102]

and warrant further effort.

In future, the granulation process—that is, operating

conditions for a given formulation to produce granules with

a prespecified set of properties—will be designed entirely in

advance using dimensionless groups and regime maps. Se-

lection of robust process conditions based solely on theo-

retical considerations has already been demonstrated [81].

The existing knowledge provides valuable guidance for

trouble-shooting process problem and estimating the process

risk of atypical events.

Pharmaceutical granulation is also evolving—continuous

granulation is now under serious development [103, 104] and

is clearly a strong future direction of pharmaceutical gran-

ulation. Continuous granulation will also require a new effort

to develop online process control and analytical technolo-

gy—particularly for granule size and porosity. The technol-

ogy for online and at-line granule size measurement already

exists but is currently used only sparingly [81, 105], in part

due to industry conservatism about applying a novel particle

size measurement. The development of real process control

will most likely also impact on more traditional batch

granulation. Other improvements, including the use of foam

to distribute the binder fluid instead of a spray [106–108] are

also likely to expand the range of process options available

during pharmaceutical wet granulation. The new engineer-

ing-focused approach to pharmaceutical granulation is lead-

ing to vast leaps in our understanding of the granulation

mechanisms and the future direction is the gradual merging

of granulation science and industrial know-how.
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